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BASMATI Glossary
Acronym
ACE
ASP
BEAM
BM
Brokering
BUDaMaF
CAGR
Cloudlet
CP
CSB
CSP
D2D
DaaS
DASFEST
DM
End user
Edge
resources
ECP
HW
IaaS
KE
Mobile
cloud
services
MVD

Definition
Amenesik Cloud Engine. The cloud service deployment tool through which
actual federation is achieved
Application Service Provider. A Federation user that rents resource services
in order to provide an Application services to End-users
BASMATI Enhanced Application Model. An extension of the TOSCA
specification
Business Model
The matchmaking support provided by BASMATI platform to decide about
the best cloud resources to exploit for the execution of the back-end of
BASMATI applications. This activity regards the placement of the services or
data on computational resources and storages belonging to the cloud data
centre and the cloudlets within the federation.
BASMATI Unified Data Management Framework
Compound Annual Growth Rate
Limited capacity infrastructures with virtualization capabilities, often used
to support a limited amount of users or perform a limited set of operations
on behalf of the central cloud infrastructure that hosts the complete
application
Cloud Provider. The actor that provides the cloud infrastructure/resources,
such as VMs
Cloud Service Brokerage
Cloud Service Provider. The actor that provides cloud services on top of a
rent infrastructure from a CP
Device-to-device paradigm
Desktop as a Service
An 3-day long music festival taking place in Karlsruhe, Germany every July
Decision Maker
A user who benefits the various application and infrastructure services
provided by the Cloud. Within BASMATI, the most typical example is
exploiting the Cloud federation via a mobile device (possibly a laptop) using
specialized apps or a web browser.
Resources aimed to operate specialized functionality, located at the "edge"
of the network infrastructure, thus, closer to the end users. Examples are
(clusters of) RaspberryPis or cloudlets
European Cloud Partnership
Hardware
Infrastructure as a Service
Knowledge Extractor
Online services offered by cloud resources to support mobile apps. The
backend of the mobile apps.
Mobile Virtual Desktop
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Offloading

OS
OSS
PaaS
QoE
QoS
RB
SaaS
Service
handover
Situational
Awareness
SMB
SLA
SW
SWOT
VC
XaaS

The ability of BASMATI platform supporting the runtime placement of the
components composing the front-end of BASMATI applications on edge
resources available nearby the end user. This activity takes place both when
edge and mobiles exchange one each other their own workload or when
such devices transfer some workload to the clouds or cloudlets. In BASMATI
we often distinguish Front-end offloading, related to the mobile part of
application, from Back-end offloading, concerning the server side of
applications. The latter roughly translates to the known concept of Cloud
bursting.
Open Source
Open Source Software
Platform as a Service
Quality of experience. It is a measure of a customer's experiences with a
service. It may be related to some aspects of the QoS and QoP but can also
take into account other metrics.
Quality of Service
Resource Broker
Software as a Service
Service handover refers to the activity of transferring an active service
between two computational resources (e.g. Cloudlets) with minimal or no
disruption on the availability of the service. Ideally, service handover is
transparent with respect to the user.
The ability of the BASMATI platform to recognise the “situation”
characterising the actual combined status of users, applications and
resources, aimed at achieving an effective and efficient management of
applications and resources.
Small-to-Medium Business
Service Level Agreement
Software
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
Value Chain
‘X’ as a Service
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Executive Summary
Cloud computing is considered as a key driver for innovation, as it supports the economy growth
and strengthens the competitiveness of the industry. At the same time, several challenges must
be tackled due to the rise of the mobile cloud computing paradigm. BASMATI defines an
effective and efficient solution able to react to the dynamic requirements of mobile users.
BASMATI is especially aiming at leveraging on the federation capabilities of clouds in mobilebased applications and specially the way they are implemented in the offloading case. That is,
when mobile devices dynamically offload computational – and data – intensive tasks to the edge
or the core of the provider’s infrastructure, to protect the contract with the user.
Deliverable D7.2 aims to collect all the needed information about the current market situation
where BASMATI will be introduced. The report contains a summary of market trends and shares
in Europe and Korea, which are later on analysed in order to understand the potential of a
solution as the one proposed by BASMATI. Furthermore, business potentials are also identified
in order to be used as a starting point for developing a set of business models for
commercializing project results.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Deliverable
This document presents an overview of the current cloud market situation, aiming to identify
market gaps and support the positioning of BASMATI in the current market situation. At the
same time, it also analyses the potential of BASMATI to succeed into it.
This document will serve as the basis for developing the exploitation strategy of the project,
aiming to ensure sustainability of project results, as well as to develop a set of business models
for its commercialization.

1.2 Outline of Deliverable
The document is structured into four main sections:
Section 2 contains an overview of the current market in both, Europe and Korea. Different
techniques are also applied here in order to correctly allocate BASMATI in the market context.
Section 3 depicts the business potentials for BASMATI, presenting its value proposition and the
possibilities for releasing the final platform.
Section 4 defines the initial set of potential business models for commercializing the project
results.
Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusion of the current market analysis and the steps for the
following months, including all the needed updates and validations for not losing the market
focus.
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2 Market Analysis
The main goal of BASMATI is to deliver an integrated platform that supports the dynamic needs
of mobile applications through cloud services.
The main objectives of the project are:







Enablement and portability of mobile cloud services to exploit brokerage and offloading
to cloud federations and/or other devices based on the application typology.
Acquisition of situational knowledge and understanding of mobility patterns to provide
the ground for real-time adaptations of federation and brokerage decisions.
Development, deployment and configuration of abstracted and integrated federated
cloud environments based on multi-objective optimized federation logic.
Dynamic brokerage for placement and offloading, through runtime adaptable
deployment patterns of the brokerage platform.
Ultra-scalable hybrid infrastructure management for mobile heterogeneous resources
and cloud federations.
Multi-provider and multi-tenancy functional and non-functional guarantees for mobile
cloud services.

This will end in the realization of an innovative brokerage platform targeting scalable
management of heterogeneous services with a specific focus on nomadic users.
The aim of this section is to provide an initial market analysis to understand the current market
situation and identify the market trends to understand how the market will evolve during the
first period of the project, aiming to allocate BASMATI results in the market.

2.1 Market Overview
In this section the cloud market situation is analysed in order to understand market trends and
identify gaps.
A worldwide survey conducted by RightScale in January 2016 [1] between more than 1K
respondents showed that 95% of the companies represented are using Cloud: public, private or
hybrid. 82% of these respondents are using, or planning to use, multiple clouds.
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Figure 1: Interviewed company respondents using Cloud

According to Synergy Research Group [2], during 2015 the Cloud market grew to $110B in
revenues. IaaS and PaaS services were the ones that experimented the highest growth rate
(51%), followed by private and hybrid cloud infrastructure services (45%) as it can be seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 2: Real worldwide Cloud services market growth in 2015

However it is expected that Cloud computing market continues growing up in the following
years. According to 451 Research [3], XaaS market (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) will hit $44.2B by 2020 with
a CAGR of 21%.

Figure 3: Cloud services expected revenue by 2020

Public Cloud services market [4] is growing at a CAGR of 19.4% and it is expected to reach more
than $141B in 2019. According to IDC [4], SaaS will remain as the biggest portion of this market,
although spending on IaaS and PaaS will grow faster (CAGR of 27% and 30.6% respectively).
BASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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According to another IDC study [5], Cloud adoption will increase to 32.1% by the end of 2017
where almost a 40% of hybrid Cloud users plan to spend on Open Source and standards
projects.

Figure 4: Cloud adoption expected growth until January 2018

At the same time worldwide public IT Cloud service market predictions estimate a revenue of
$127B in 2018 [6], while managed services will reach $256B for the same period [7]. According
to Gartner [8], this movement to the Cloud will suppose more than $1 trillion in IT expending,
converting Cloud computing in one of the most disruptive IT spending forces.
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Figure 5: Worldwide public Cloud expected revenue by 2018

Spending on Cloud IT infrastructure will reach $53.1B by 2019, with a CAGR of 15.1%. This will
represent a 46% of the total expenditures on IT infrastructure [9]. Within this trend, the IaaS
market segment is expected to reach $22.4 billion while SaaS will grow to $37.7 billion in the
same period (end of 2016) [8].

Figure 6: Worldwide expected IT infrastructure spending by 2019

More specifically, the spending on public Cloud hardware and service is expected to grow to
$173B in 2026 [10]. A third of total worldwide revenues in 2016 comes from traditional sectors,
such as discrete manufacturing, banking and professional services. However, those that will see
the fastest revenue growth in the next five years are media, telecommunications and retail [4].
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Figure 7: Predictions on public Cloud HW and SW spending by 2026

PaaS market is expected to reach $7.5B by 2020. The Asia-Pacific region will lead the growth at a
CAGR of 20.9% [11]. At the same time, PaaS and SaaS hardware and infrastructure software
spending is expected to reach $55B in 2026 [10]. According to Zion Market Research [12], the
public cloud PaaS market is expected to generate a revenue of $9.21B by the end of 2021, with a
CAGR of 30%.
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Figure 8: PaaS market predictions

Finally, it is expected that SaaS software, opposite to traditional software deployment,
penetration will be over 25% by 2020 [13].
The socialisation of IT technologies supposes an increasing demand of cloud-based applications
accessed from smart devices, such as smartphones and tablets. This trend is pushing a
significant expansion to the market, where cloud-based developers aim to provide applications
that support an increasing productivity, flexibility and quality of experience for the users.
MarketsandMarkets [14] expects that the global Mobile Cloud market grows to $46.90N by
2019, at a CAGR of 37.8%, being Europe the biggest market in terms of size, while Asia-Pacific
will experience increased market traction. For the same period, Research and Markets [15]
expects Mobile Cloud market to grow to $38.48B by 2020, at a CAGR of 26.34%. This Mobile
Cloud market includes a combination of cloud computing, mobile computing and wireless
technologies and networks. This market growth is enhanced by a wide range of technologies
such as HTML5 and CSS3, 4G and 5G, embedded hypervisors, web 4.0 or cloudlets, among
others.
According to Global Industry Analysts [16], the global increase on BYOD programs will reach
$62.1 billion by 2022. This trend is pushed by the massing adoption of Cloud based applications
for mobile users and businesses. As reflected by Statista [17], worldwide mobile SaaS market for
SMBs will reach $30.5 billion by 2021. At the same time, Cisco [18] predicts a mobile data traffic
growth by 2021 at a 47% CAGR worldwide as smart devices will represent a 75% of the total of
used devices in the same period. This continuous growth will value mobile cloud market at
$74.25 billion by 2023, according to Business Wire [19].
According to ABI Research [20], the future for Cloud businesses relies on the development of
mobile applications that are able to leverage data. At the same time, Cloud federation emerges
at a trend that it is supposed to be the future of Cloud computing. Cloud infrastructures have a
real geographical limitation; this can be solved by federated providers acting in a global
marketplace where to sell capacity on demand [21]. Cloud providers are mainly expected to
maximise the use of resources and minimise energy consumption while, at the same time,
satisfying SLAs [22].
The wide adoption of hybrid Cloud technologies has increased the demand for Cloud services
brokerage. This market is estimated to grow to $26.71B by 2021, at a CAGR of 29.1% [23]. This
prediction from MarketsandMarkets expects a breakdown by region where Asia-Pacific will
represent the 14% of the total, and Europe the 31%.
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Figure 9: Cloud brokerage market breakdown by region

The situation of the South Korean Cloud computing market slightly differs from the European
one. Cloud Expo Korea 2014 [24] showed that South Korean companies still have a low offering
in Cloud services, being foreign major players the ones with a higher market penetration.
However, the situation drastically changed in 2015, when the Cloud Computing Act [25] came
into effect. This plan aims to foster cloud adoption, mainly in the public sector, while protecting
information and user rights in a safe environment [26].
This new regulation can be translated in a market growth of a 55%, generating revenues of $966
million, in only one year [27]. According to Korea IDC [28], the domestic cloud software market
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 16.3%, surpassing the $500 million by 2020 mainly related to
PaaS and SaaS offerings. However, it is the IaaS offering who is driving the market growth. This
growth is expected to continue in the following years due to the increased enterprises cloud
adoption, following the example of the public institutions. However, as depicted in the following
section, security remains as the main concern for companies, as it happens in Europe.
2.1.1

Cloud Pain Adoption Points

Although many companies are willing to migrate their businesses to the Cloud, there are still
some pain points that make organisations reluctant to this movement.
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Figure 10: Cloud-related pain points

As it can be seen in the Figure above, Security is the paramount pain point for organisations
before moving to the Cloud [29]. Pain adoption points can be summarized as follows:












Security: Security is the main concern for Cloud adopters due to the feeling of losing
control over their own data. Cloud providers are making huge investments to secure the
Cloud to ensure their reliability and attract reluctant adopters.
Migration/Integration: Not all organizations that are thinking about migrating to the
Cloud are prepared to do so. Changing the way an organization performs its daily
activity it is a major issue before adopting a Cloud solution. The usage of computing
standards allows data mobility and ensures interoperability to easiest this process.
Lack of Internal Process: For a non-Cloud organization, there are several gaps that need
to be fulfilled prior to do the migration. There is a lack of knowledge about the best way
to proceed (own Cloud or not), and there is the need of an initial investment to define
the most appropriate process. Cloud providers are nowadays adapting their offerings to
specific client needs to support users on this process.
Internal Resources/Expertise: This point is directly related with the previous one. A bad
decision can end in a too complex solution that doesn’t fulfil real customer needs. In the
last years several tools for facilitating migration to the Cloud have arisen to support
unexperienced users.
Service-Level Management: Security and privacy are the greatest barriers for Cloud
adoption. Deploying sensitive information in a third party infrastructure sounds insecure
for adopters. Privacy policies and SLAs help to trust Cloud providers.
Pricing/Budget: There are several economic aspects to be taken into account before
moving the Cloud, such as the adaptation of applications that will be ported or the
selection of the scheme to be applied. Cloud has intrinsic benefits, such as cost
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2.1.2

efficiency, performance or flexibility. Also, as it has been stated before, Cloud providers
adapt their offerings to customer needs.
Service Reliability/Availability: Fast access to any application at any time is a willing of
all organizations that are thinking on moving to the Cloud. Redundancy, performance
and flexibility on access are some of the strongest point of the Cloud systems to support
users.
Network: Depending on a network connection to access data seems to be a used for
some organizations. However, depending on network availability is a common issue in
all organizations, Cloud-related or not.
Limited Transparency and Management: Loss of control over their own data is a
common feeling in organizations that are reluctant on porting their applications to the
Cloud. However, SLAs ensures the transparency to the final customer.
Competitors

In order to understand the relevance of BASMATI offering it is very important to perform an
overview of parallel initiatives and/or substitutive products in the current market that can cover
total or partially the project offering. The following subsections present an initial list of
competitors that will be further extended and analysed in subsequent deliverables.
2.1.2.1 Market Products
There are some products in the market that can compete at certain levels with BASMATI
offering. In this iteration the most representative ones have been identified and their offerings
have been compared with BASMATI. Furthermore, potential benefits and/or complementarities
for both products have been also identified.
Appirio
Offers integration services for Google Apps, Salesforce.com and WorkDay among others,
making easy to connect, extend and measure these applications.
https://appirio.com/
As some short of cloud broker, Appirio is limited to the three abovementioned providers,
allowing the interaction i.e. the synchronization of Salesforce.com contacts and calendars
with Google Apps. It can benefit of BASMATI agnosticism for cloud storage providers, allowing
it to develop new business models for those customers who don’t want to be limited to one
single provider.

Aricent
Aricent services for edge and fog computing enable clients to develop innovative nextBASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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generation products, building and maintaining new features that can take advantage of these
architectures.
https://www.aricent.com/solutions/edge-computing
Aricent focuses on Communication Service Providers (CSPs) in multi-cloud environments,
mainly related to mobile, enterprise, IoT and device edge. This operations in fog
environments, are one of the key features offered by BASMATI, and Aricent can benefit of the
federation environment provided by BASMATI, while BASMATI can enhance its offering
adding new capabilities for i.e. mobile cloud computing.

Athonet
Athonet’s mobile edge computing solutions enable real-time or data-intensive applications to
run independently at the edge of the network where they are most needed using standard
mobile terminals.
http://www.athonet.com/athonet/mobile-edge-computing-mec/
Athonet is focused on edge computing, however the execution of certain tasks in mobile
devices. However, in certain situations like the execution of data-intensive applications or
with many user requests, the execution at the edge can experiment problems of latency and
performance. BASMATI can be an alternative for those users not so concern about where an
application is executed but desires and increased performance in their devices.

AWS Marketplace

It offers trusted cloud-based solutions to meet the needs of each business. AWS also offers
resources to implement solutions in different locations.
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/
Focusing only on the cloud migration offering, AWS Marketplace offers a wide set of tools to
find, test, buy and deploy software on AWS. The main difference within BASMATI is that
BASMATI avoids vendor lock-in, as each application can be deployed on different clouds
without the need to be limited to one specific provider.

AWS Service Broker

It allows the exposition of native AWS services through third party application platforms using
a simple interface.
BASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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https://aws.amazon.com/es/partners/servicebroker/?tag=hawk-future-20&ascsubtag=trd1173928063031616057-20
AWS Service Broker offers a set of templates and services for easiest the development of
microservices without knowledge of the underlying resources. As it happens with the AWS
Marketplace, the offering is limited to AWS while BASMATI is agnostic of the underlying
platforms.

Bluewolf

Bluewolf cloud integration team developed a strategy for integrating cloud data with legacy
data tests.
http://www.bluewolf.com/
As it happens with Appirio, Bluewolf originally worked as a cloud aggregator. After its
acquisition by IBM, now it is focused on providing AI capabilities to Salesforce consulting
services. These AI capabilities can enhance BASMATI Decision Maker component.

Cloudmore
Cloudmore is a multi-cloud management tool that enables to centralize cloud services,
custom products and users into one single place.
http://web.cloudmore.com/
Cloudmore is a SaaS offering, thus no hardware consideration is including when purchasing its
services in a pay-as-you-go pricing scheme through an easy-to-use user interface. The main
difference with BASMATI is that all services need human interaction to be included in the
catalogue and/or deployed. The automation of service deployment can be a ‘nice to have’
feature for those businesses without IT capacity.

Cloud Nation
Cloud Nation has built a highly scalable, secure platform that eliminates the redundant
services and gives enterprise ID at small prices through a unified, multi-tenant solution.
http://cloudnation.co/
Cloud Nation offers a Windows private cloud using Amazon AWS. In such a closed
environment, the selection of the most suitable VM for each deployment at any time, can
represent a significantly reduction of associated costs.
BASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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Dell Boomi

Dell Boomi is an on-demand multi-tenant cloud integration platform for connecting cloud and
on-premises application data. The platform enables customers to design cloud-based
integration processes and transfer data between cloud and on-premises applications.
https://www.boomi.com/
As it happens with Cloudmore, the deployment and management of services have to be done
manually. Thus, they can also benefit by the automated procedure proposed by BASMATI.

IBM Cloud Brokerage Services
It enables to broker resources from multiple suppliers and cloud service providers.
http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/en/it-services/systems/cloud-brokerage-service/
The main offering of Gravitant is the possibility for the customer to build its own hybrid cloud
solution. Main weak point is the feeling of conflict of interest when IBM Cloud is usually offer
as the best alternative for customers. However, this offering is a direct competitor of
BASMATI that can compete on pricing and automation.

GVirtuS

GVirtus allows a VM to access GPGPUs in a transparent way, with an overhead slightly greater
than a real machine/GPGPU setup.
https://www.openhub.net/p/gvirtus
GVirtus focuses on GPUs, which is something out of the project scope. However, considering
the growing HPC market, including GPUs and not only CPUs can be something of interest for
BASMATI.

BASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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Ingram Micro Cloud
Ingram Micro aims to simplify the cloud by making easy to sell solutions and services.
https://www.ingrammicrocloud.com/products/cloud-marketplace/
Ingram is offering a traditional marketplace for service providers where users can buy those
services that better adjust to their needs. This matchmaking needs to be done manually and
service by service what can create reluctance in those non-cloud experts’ customers. Within
BASMATI, the user relies on the federation members without the need of selecting them one
by one.

ScaleUp
Provides some federation functionality, e.g. monitoring and management supporting multiple
clouds
https://www.scaleuptech.com/en/
ScaleUp only provides solutions for companies in the German SME sector. Thus, it lacks the
perspective of BASMATI on nomadic users and cross-border applications. ScaleUp is a good
candidate for being part of the federations managed by BASMATI in order to expand their
businesses to other companies (non SMES, non-Germany located).

Synnex CloudSolv
Synnex CloudSolv is an innovative management and deployment platform to help resellers
bring those solutions to market.
https://www.synnexcorp.com/us/cloudsolv/
CloudSolv provides a platform for deploying services and a marketplace for customer to
acquire them, acting like a cloud broker. The main difference with BASMATI is that there is no
provider interaction, as it is the customer who decides which services to buy.
ThinkAir
ThinkAir is a mobile cloud computing framework which allows developers to increase the
power of smartphones by using code offloading.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/
andriusaucinas.pdf
ThinkAir is an application focused on offloading code to the cloud, independently of the
vendor. It doesn’t take into account where to offload the code as it needs other components
BASMATI Deliverable D7.2
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to be in charge of this decision. The combination of ThinkAir and BASMATI research results
can improve the efficiency of the resource allocation.
2.1.2.2 Related Projects
There are also several projects that are performing, or were performing, some research in some
of the topics covered by BASMATI. The following tables contain the list of related projects, their
description, URL and relationship with BASMATI.

COSMOS – Cultivate resilient smart Objects for
Sustainable city applicatiOnS

COSMOS aims at enhancing the sustainability of smart city applications by allowing IoT based
systems to reach their full potential. COSMOS enables things to evolve and act in a more
autonomous way, becoming more reliable and smarter.
The project integrates decentralized management mechanisms in IoT based systems allowing
applications to exploit millions of things, considering socially-enriched coordination. It also
facilitates IoT based systems with end-to-end security and privacy on storage, delivering data
and information management mechanisms to handle it.
http://iot-cosmos.eu/
D2D - Management of IOT devices by introducing a
social paradigm for device interactions.

RAPID – Heterogeneous Secure Multi-level remote
Acceleration Service for Low-Power Integrated Systems and
Devices
RAPID takes advantage of high-performance accelerators and high-bandwidth networks.
Compute or storage intensive tasks are offloaded from low-power devices to more powerful
heterogeneous accelerators, supporting multiple CPUs and GPUs.
RAPID proposes a secure unified model where almost any device or infrastructure can
operate as an accelerated entity and/or as an accelerator serving other less powerful devices
in a secure way. To support this, the project offers a registration mechanism, which permits
the accelerated entities to automatically find and connect to nearby accelerators with the
required resources.
http://rapid-project.eu/
D2D – High-performance accelerators and high-bandwidth
networks.
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BETaaS – Building the Environment for the Future
of Things as a Service
BetaaS Project has developed and platform and a simulator to overcome the limitations of
current M2M applications platforms. BETaaS runtime platform simplifies the deployment and
execution of content-centric M2M applications, with a horizontal abstraction, which relies on
local cloud of gateways.
On the other hand, BETaaS simulator enables testing of simulated scenarios in conjunction
with current deployed real scenarios.
http://www.betaas.com/
Cloud Federation – Deployment and execution of
M2M applications

CoherentPaaS – Coherent and Rich PaaS with a
Common Programming Model
CoherentPaaS provides a rich PaaS with different “one” size data stores optimized for
particular tasks, data and workloads. For this, the project integrates NoSQL data stores, SQL
data stores, hybrid systems and complex event processing data management systems.
Through the proposed solution, CoherentPaaS enables the development of cloud applications
that exploit the performance, coherence and scalability of an environment, hiding the
complexity and diversity of the underlying technology under a simple programming model
and a query language.
http://coherentpaas.eu/
Cloud Federation – Data management and analytics
across different stores

Contrail – Open Computing Infrastructures for Elastic
Services

The Contrail project has implemented an open source system in which resources that belong
to different operators are integrated into a single homogeneous federated cloud that users
can access seamlessly.
The main project result is an integrated platform that offers IaaS, services for federating IaaS
Clouds and PaaS on top of federated clouds.
http://contrail-project.eu/
Cloud Federation – Distributed File System, Usage
Control
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EASI-CLOUDS – Extendable Architecture and Service
Infrastructure for Cloud-Aware Software
EASI-CLOUDS key challenge was to provide solutions to recurring concerns about the
migration to Cloud computing. For this reason, the project has developed a comprehensive
cloud computing infrastructure that features the classical categories of cloud computing
offerings (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) with superior reliability, elasticity, security and ease-of-use
characteristics at all levels.
http://easi-clouds.eu/
Cloud Federation - Globally open and trusted cloud ecosystem to empower European/Korean society, industry
and research

MIDAS – Model and Inference Driven-Automated
testing of Services architectures
MIDAS has designed and implemented an integrated framework for SOA testing automation
that is available as a SaaS on a Cloud infrastructure. The framework supports all the testing
cycle activities: test case planning, development and execution, reporting and result analysis,
test campaign management and scheduling.
http://web.itainnova.es/midas/
Cloud Federation - Automatic testing configuration,
environment for design time and runtime

PaaSport – A semantically-enhanced marketplace of
interoperable Platform-as-a-Service offerings for the
deployment and migration of business applications of
SMEs
PaaSport Project has developed a platform that resolves the data and application portability
issues that exist in the Cloud PaaS market through a flexible and efficient deployment and
migration approach. This approach allows developers to be independent from a single vendor
and be able to switch between different platforms that can be discovered through a single
marketplace. This marketplace removes the semantic interoperability barriers and enables
the unified access to different PaaS offerings, facilitates cross-platform deployment and
allows European Cloud PaaS vendors to promote their products.
http://paasport-project.eu/
Cloud Federation - Cloud-broker architecture, cloud
marketplace infrastructure and unified APIs
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NESSoS – Network of Excellence on Engineering
Secure Future Internet Software and Services
NESSoS aims to constitute and integrate a long lasting research community on engineering
secure software-based services and systems. NESSoS is based on the principle of addressing
security concerns from the very beginning in system analysis and design, thus contributing to
reduce the amount of system and service vulnerabilities and enabling the systematic
treatment of security needs through the engineering process.
http://www.nessos-project.eu/
Security- A research community on engineering
secure software-based services and systems for
systematic treatment of security

SoBigData – European Research Infrastructure
for Big Data and Social Mining
SoBigData proposes the creation of a Social Mining and Big Data ecosystem, through the
provision of an integrated ecosystem for ethic-sensitive scientific discoveries and advances
application of social data mining on the various dimensions of social life.
http://www.sobigdata.eu/
Behavioural patterns - Big data analytics and
social data mining infrastructure

MOTUS – Mobility and Tourism in Urban Scenarios
MOTUS project aimed to find an answer to pollution problems and urban mobility. It
implemented a services platform with elaborates information and data previously collected
from territorial infrastructures and mobile devices present in the interested areas. By
processing this data, it is possible to develop a traffic model to improve existing services and
infrastructures.
http://www.motus2015.it/
Mobility patterns - User mobility detection and
interpretation through a platform that analyses
location-based data of people and vehicles

OPTIMIS – Optimized Infrastructure
Services
The OPTIMIS project has developed the OPTIMIS toolkit, which provides a set of features for
Infrastructure and Service Providers that supports the construction of next generation cloud
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architectures. OPTIMIS enables organizations to automatically externalize services and
applications to trustworthy and auditable cloud providers in the hybrid model, facilitating an
ecosystem of providers and consumers that benefit from the optimal operation of services
and infrastructures.
http://www.optimis-project.eu/
Service Operation - Construction,
deployment and service operation of
cloud services

BK21+ – Brain Korea 21 Plus
The BK21+ project is a human resource development program that focuses on developing
world-class graduate schools and institutions by improving the research capabilities. The
project provides intensive support to graduate students and post-doctoral fellows and
researchers to nurture creative R&D manpower and to promote the creation of new
knowledge and technology.
https://bkplus.nrf.re.kr/
CSB - Interdisciplinary skills in sociology,
economics, and information technology

Broker@Cloud – Continuous Quality Assurance and
Optimisation for Cloud Brokers

Broker@Cloud project has delivered a brokerage framework to allow cloud intermediaries to
equip their platforms with advanced methods and mechanisms for continuous quality
assurance and optimization of software-based enterprise cloud services.
http://www.broker-cloud.eu/
CSB - Cloud service brokerage framework and
mechanisms for continuous quality assurance and
optimization

2.2 Legislative Framework
Cloud computing, as a paradigm, defeat country borders as different users from multiple
countries can access to data stored in different places all over the world. For this reason, there
are several aspects to be taken into account:
-

General legal framework;
Data protection;
Security;
and Anonymization.
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Most of this topics are covered in D8.2 Data management plan, but on this section we will cover
the General legal framework for Cloud computing.
The European Commission has adopted a legal strategy for Cloud within its Digital Agenda, for
this reason it has published the “Unleashing the Potential Cloud Computing in Europe” report
[30]. This report, that encourages the usage of Cloud computing, identifies key areas where
some actions need to be undertaken:
-

Fragmentation of the digital single market, due to the different national legal
frameworks across Europe.
Problems with contracts, mainly related to data access and portability, ownership and
change control.
A jungle of standards, pushing for a European Cloud standardization.

In the same report, three specific cloud-related actions to address these issues have been
identified:
1. Cutting through the Jungle of Standards: Pushing for the usage of standards, at
European level, mainly related to security, interoperability, data portability and
reversibility aspects. Also metrics for energy consumption, water consumption and
carbon emissions are recommended to be included in Cloud services.
2. Safe and Fair Contract Terms and Conditions: Terms and conditions in SLAs must be
compliant with the Common European Sales Law [31]. At the same time, standard
contractual clauses for transferring personal data to third countries must be included.
3. Establishing a European Cloud Partnership to drive innovation and growth from the
public sector: The ECP brings together industry experts and public sector users to
provide a common framework for cloud computing across Europe, adapting the offering
to the real European needs.
Following with this strategy, the European Parliament has adopted a resolution for unleashing
the potential of Cloud computing. Main considerations can be summarized as follows [32]:
-

The cloud as an instrument for growth and employment, given the potential of Cloud
computing to increase Europe’s competitiveness.
The EU market and the cloud, opening the European market to all EU law-compliant
providers.
Public procurement, and procurement of innovative solutions, and the cloud, taking into
account that Cloud computing, by its nature, can help the public sector to reduce costs.
Standards and the cloud, promoting standards and specifications for privacy, reliability,
interoperability, security and energy efficiency considerations.
Consumers and the cloud, avoiding vendor lock-in.
Intellectual property, civil law, etc. and the cloud, aiming to harmonise national laws to
avoid jurisdictional confusion and fragmentation.
Data protection, fundamental rights, law enforcement and the cloud, stating the
citizens’ right of a safe internet.

Finally, in the report “Towards a thriving data-driven economy” [33], Cloud computing is
considered as a key enabling infrastructure for a data-driven economy. This definition involves
the usage of standards to foster the adoption of Cloud services, as well as to include solutions
for data analytics and advanced infrastructures and services in H2020 research projects.
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2.3 Stakeholders
The project has identified an initial list of potential stakeholders that can benefit of adopting the
BASMATI proposed solutions. The following list introduces the identified stakeholders, their
positioning within the BASMATI value chain (see Section 3) and the potential benefits that the
adoption of BASMATI can bring to each of them.
STAKEHOLDER

End users

Application
providers

Cloud service
providers
Research
communities

POSITION IN THE VC
They are located at the end of
the value chain, as they don’t
directly
interact
with
BASMATI
but
indirectly
benefit from the enhanced
services offered by their
providers.
Direct
beneficiaries
of
BASMATI, as demonstrated
through the 3 project use
cases.
Main
beneficiaries
of
BASMATI, considering the
different layers of the cloud
stack (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) and
their subgroups.
Not direct beneficiaries, from
a commercial perspective,
but main ones from the
scientific point of view.

Open Source
communities

These communities are not
direct stakeholders but can
be benefit from BASMATI and
vice versa.

Standardization
bodies

As well as it happens with
communities, the usage of
standards
supports
the
commercial uptake of the
project and can be enhanced
by project results.

Cloud Broker

Main stakeholder within the
BASMATI value chain as the
sole toolkit enables the figure

BASMATI Deliverable D7.2

POTENTIAL BENEFIT
End users can benefit of the
transnational Cloud federation proposed
by BASMATI, benefiting of accessing to
their data anywhere, anytime.

BASMATI platform improves the QoS of
mobile applications in crowded scenarios
driving to the most efficient exploitation
of resources what will improve providers’
offering.
BASMATI proposed federated Cloud will
support providers on cost savings related
to their overspending on unused
resources
and
expanding
their
geographic footprints.
BASMATI aims to provide novel methods
for analysing and defining mobility and
behavioural patterns in the Mobile Cloud
computing arena that can be of interest
of other researchers.
BASMATI makes use of OS technologies
and is planning to release its results
under an OS licensing scheme. It is
expected to foster the OSS adoption and
increase community know-how in the
Mobile Cloud computing arena.
The project will make use of well-known
standards and market standards to
ensure the interoperability of project
results. Furthermore, BASMATI will
perform a close follow up of standards
and standardisation bodies to identify
any gap and/or potential contribution.
BASMATI may solve the concerns that
still exists regarding cloud brokers,
specially related to business, security and
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of cloud brokerage.

conflicts of interest between different
providers, as it manages the underlying
layer through the federation of different
cloud providers.

2.4 SWOT Analysis

External

Internal

SWOT Analysis is the most commonly used technique to analyse the market context, taking into
consideration internal and external aspects of a business.








Helpful
Strengths
Solid background
Credibility
No vendor lock-in
Opportunities
Market trends
Strategic alliances
New
market
niche








Harmful
Weaknesses
Technical complexity
Financial costs
Threats
Market immaturity
Existence of competitors
Not
enough
community
engagement

Strengths
The identified internal attributes of BASMATI are as follows:




Solid background
Credibility
No vendor lock-in

From a research perspective, the knowledge gained during the project development will result
in a novel platform that supports cost-effective execution of cloud mobile applications. Taking
into account the solid background brought up to the project by the partners, the solution is
based not only on innovative ideas but also on solid principles. BASMATI results are promising,
not only as a one single platform, but also as small offerings, as it will be presented in the
exploitation roadmap.
At the same time, the project use cases will be used to demonstrate the value of the solution
proposed by BASMATI. Not only from the technical perspective, but also from the commercial
one to clearly answer customers’ question: What will I obtain with BASMATI?
Having a cross-border environment for exploiting resources is also a must of the project, which
is considered as an added value of BASMATI offering for end users (the customer of its
customer).
Weaknesses



Technical complexity
Financial costs

As it has been said before, the project has a wide variety of ambitious objectives to tackle, what
ends in a quite technically complex solution. During the project lifecycle this weakness is
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mitigated with the collaboration of the highly skilled technical team. However, it is still an issue
when the period ends. For this reason, the work is being done in two ways: from the technical
side, good documentation and clear guidelines will be provided, while from the business side,
the offering has been also split into smaller ones focused on real user needs and according to
the results distribution.
On the other hand, a high investment must be done in order to have a ready-to-market solution.
However, all partners have shown their intentions about their components, and it includes the
support needed to continue with their evolution. Whenever a commercial opportunity arises,
the needed agreements will be established to provide the solution.
Opportunities




Market trends
Strategic alliances
New market niche

The increased usage of mobile devices by non-static users moving around the world and aiming
accessing their own data is pushing for mobile cloud solutions that can suit these needs. At the
same time, society is more conscious nowadays about the carbon footprint and the need for
reducing the energy consumption. Cloud computing is, by definition, more eco-aware than other
paradigms.
Developing strategic alliances and/or partnerships with major players can support BASMATI’s
strategy into their aim of penetrating into the market. As BASMATI also takes business aspects
into consideration, offers from the customer of BASMATI’s customers can create an opportunity
for creating a new market niche focus on nomadic mobile cloud users.
Threats




Market immaturity
Existence of competitors
Not enough community engagement

Although market trends shows the need for a solution like the one offered by BASMATI, reality
shows that the market for this kind of solutions is still a little bit immature, mainly because the
demand has grown faster than the offering.
There are also plenty of competitors in the market offering solutions that can partially substitute
what BASMATI is offering. However, none of them are offering the ‘whole cake’ that is the main
value of the project.
Being an open source project is also a handicap as it is needed not only to attract and engage
open source communities, but to attract end user communities. Thus, creating the need for
adopting BASMATI’s results.

2.5 Porter 5 Forces
This technique for business analysis provides a clear vision for taking advantage of strengths,
minimizing weaknesses and avoiding taking the wrong steps.
Bargaining power of suppliers
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The fewer the choices a customer have, the bigger dependency within a provider and therefore,
the more powerful suppliers become in the bargaining process. This situation can be derived
from i.e. the size of a specific provider or the uniqueness of their offering.
BASMATI platform aims to avoid vendor lock-in, thus not being limited to only one cloud
provider. Furthermore, the whole offering can be split into small assets and thus, the range of
suppliers is even bigger. Therefore, the leverage power of suppliers is limited in relation to
BASMATI results.
Bargaining power of customers
This parameter takes into consideration the capacity of a large amount of customers to group
together and put pressure into the market for demanding better services and/or lower prices,
which may have had an impact in company’s revenue. It also takes into consideration the
capacity for switching to a different provider.
In BASMATI’s case there are competitors for certain features than can partially substitute
BASMATI’s results. But there are not any offering as the whole BASMATI platform for the same
group of customers. Thus, BASMATI offers an important grade of uniqueness that reduces the
options of switching to a different provider.
It is also important to highlight that project results are licensed under open source licensing
schemes, thus the potential revenues will come from the services offered around and not for
the direct commercialization of the components. These services are diversified enough to
reduce the potential impact.
Threat of new entrants
Cloud and mobile cloud markets are continuously growing over the past years, and they are
expected to continue growing in medium term predictions. Entrance barriers are also relatively
low. Releasing the software under open source licenses also increases the threat of being
copied. These make the market appears as profitable which increases the threat of new entrants
seeking for new opportunities.
However, it is necessary to have a deep knowledge of the technology, and BASMATI itself, to
minimize the learning curve for providing added value services built on top of the platform. This
cannot defeat competitors that, as explained in the previous section, are numerous but provides
a competitive advantage for BASMATI while tackling the same market niche.
Threat of substitutive products
It is important to distinguish a competitor from a substitute. A competitor has a similar offering
for the same target market, while a substitute offers the same functionalities not necessarily for
the same market. Substitutes can be already existent commercial products or other research
projects and initiatives working on the same topics. They can partially or totally substitute was
BASMATI is offering.
The number of substitutive products is high; however the threat is not so high. Partially
substituting individual components providing similar functionalities or adapting a solution for
tackling the same market means an investment on efforts and costs.
Competitive rivalry within an industry
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Rivalry is really high as the number of competitors is also high. But this doesn’t mean that
BASMATI is in a weak position, as current market trends so the continuous growth of the
market. Thus, creating opportunities for new entrants.
As shown in the previous analysed forces, the profitability of the sector is also high and the
trend will continue in the near future.
In order to determine the positioning of the BASMATI, price must be also taken into account.
BASMATI ensures a high quality product at a low price, lower than other commercial solutions,
as it is an open source offering. BASMATI will not compete with major players, but has a higher
rate of success focusing on innovative customers less reluctant to adopt new solutions.

2.6 PESTLE
This is the last technique to be applied to complement the work done before to define the
market framework for BASMATI.
Political
Political aspects refer to the influence of governmental policies in the global economy.
Strictly talking, BASMATI is not directly affected by governmental policies apart from those
affecting protectionism in a globalised market, which can affect the business environment.
Being the nature of BASMATI, and cloud federation as itself, to allow the user to select the most
suitable options from a wide range of providers, local or not, it will not be affected by
regulation.
Economical
Economic factors are those ones directly impacting on a company and influencing their business
operations.
The open source approach of BASMATI solution, and its modularity, allows a lower investment
on the technology that it is a factor to be taken into account in the current global economic
situation. There is an increasing demand for open source software prototypes due to their initial
lower costs, however BASMATI must offer added value services built on top of that and
demonstrate its viability to attract interest from the wide range of competitors.
Social
Social trends determine how the different organizations must adapt their strategies for reaching
their target markets.
As it has been seen before, cloud computing is a consolidated trend in the market, and it will
continue growing in the near future. However, as it is shown in section 2.3, different
stakeholders have different needs to be taken into consideration. For this reason, BASMATI
must provide different models to tackle their expectations, for both end users and direct
customers.
Technological
Technological factors are those ones leading to innovation that affect operations within an
organization.
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Research and development, and how aware is the market, are the key factors to be taken into
account by BASMATI.
BASMATI focuses on nomadic users that want to access to their data anytime, anywhere. This is
a real need in the market as trends have already shown. Already cloud federation and brokerage
are not an innovative topic; there is still room enough for the solution proposed by the project.
Legal
Legal factors are those affecting business environments in a certain country.
BASMATI must deal with national and international laws and regulations mainly related to data
protection. Section 2.4 contains the directives to be taken into account by the project and how
they affect it. The Data Protection Plan developed by the project deals with all of them to ensure
their accomplishment.
Environmental
Ecological and environmental factors are the last ones to be taken into account in this analysis.
Organizations are including green considerations into their Corporate Responsibility programs,
and cloud computing is considered as more ecological friendly than more traditional paradigms.
BASMATI approach for the more efficient use of resources is also supporting these initiatives.
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3 Cloud Market Business Potentials
As it has been stated in previous sections, Cloud computing is considered as the key driver for
innovation that can support organizations to exploit their business potential. A study conducted
by Oxford Economics and SAP [34] showed that a 44% of the interviewed organizations expect
that Cloud computing will support them on launching new business models that can support
them to remain competitive in the market.
Based on this, the following figure depicts the BASMATI Value Chain taking into consideration
the main actors involved.
Research/OS Communities
Standardization bodies

End users

Figure 11: BASMATI Value Chain

As it can be seen in the Figure below, most of these organizations are expecting a huge positive
impact on their businesses (not only at business model level).
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Figure 12: The impact of cloud on business

More specifically, these organizations have great expectations on the Cloud transforming
themselves and increasing their revenues by entering in new markets (40%), developing new
products and/or services (61%) or even creating new business lines (51%).
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Figure 13: Services, business and markets tapped via cloud

Most of the organizations have already migrated their businesses to the Cloud, or are
considering doing so, due to the inherent advantages that it is offering such as [35]:
-

-

-

Operational issues: For not in-house Cloud organizations, renting Cloud services from
different providers is a huge relief as they will no longer need to concern themselves
with operational issues, that will be handled by the provider.
Costs: Cloud associated costs may vary from one organization to another, depending on
factors like i.e. owning the Cloud infrastructure, or not. However, Cloud in general has
fewer up-front costs than traditional computing.
Reliability: This is another sharp aspect of the Cloud, due to the lack of confidence of
organizations. However, i.e. several investments have been made at SaaS level to
provide applications even more reliable than in-house ones.
Flexibility: Taking advantage of the different Cloud offerings (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) can
reduce the implementation time for new services, making organizations more
competitive in the market.
Innovation: Innovation is a must for most of the organizations, and mainly for SMEs, to
remain competitive in the market. Although Cloud-related businesses are not new, they
are considered to be the future of computing. That is, not only a trend but a reality,
where non-Cloud organizations can remain obsolete and old fashioned, and thus not
attractive for customers.
Security: As it has been stated in previous sections, security is the major concern for
most of the organizations that are reluctant to migrate their businesses to the Cloud.
However, Cloud providers are investing on make their clouds safer and more secure to
protect their stored data.
Ease of collaboration: Collaboration is implicit in the Cloud computing paradigm, as it
allows different people to share and access the same data at the same time from any
location.
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BASMATI will focus on providing these advantages to its potential customers in order to defeat
the pain points for Cloud adoption. More specifically, BASMATI will develop an innovative
brokerage platform targeting scalable management of heterogeneous distributed and federated
resources in order to support mobile Cloud applications in challenging scenarios, with specific
focus on nomadic users that interact with their applications when travelling across regional
borders. One of the key functionalities of this platform is to assure security and privacy to users,
and also to their associated data aiming to reduce their reluctance prior the adoption of any
Cloud solution.
At the same time, the platform will focus on mobile Cloud transforming the current static
services and use of resources in an on-demand and ad-hoc combination of resources to which to
offload taking into account the dynamicity of the real world (and user needs).
BASMATI platform will also provide capabilities to deal with legal, governance and
socioeconomic aspects related to transnational cloud brokerage, fostering new market
opportunities across Europe defeating current barriers. Moreover, BASMATI will contribute to
this market in two different ways: by providing standardized technologies to ensure the
interoperability between different Cloud and mobile devices; and leveraging cloud brokering
companies to achieve advances and personalized brokering solutions.
According to PWC [36], Cloud computing impacts at all levels within an organization, as it
requires a shift in the service delivery model and culture. Many organizations are not ready to
implement Cloud projects, and here it appears the figure of the CSB. It will intermediate
between the customer and the Cloud provider to allow these organizations their migration to
the Cloud.
But there is still some unexploited potential on the Cloud for those companies that have already
migrated their business. According to Bain & Company [37], only a 35% of the value from
workloads is being exploited, leaving a 65% or it untapped as it can be seen in the Figure below.
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Figure 14: Value captured by organization vs. full potential

In order to support companies for achieving the greatest potential of the Cloud resources,
BASMATI will support the development of new business models based on prediction models to
minimize anticipate different situations that can occur and generate i.e. additional costs. At the
same time, the cost-effective solution proposed by BASMATI will help to reduce losses helping
organizations to become even more competitive, just exploiting their full potential.
Based on the principles of sharing economy for online services, BASMATI proposes some
revenue sharing mechanisms where different stakeholders will distribute on fair basis both
profits and costs. Shareconomy or collaborative economy, different names for sharing economy,
is introducing to business models into the market. However, the concept of combining cloud
federation and sharing economy is something totally innovative raised by BASMATI.
As depicted in D4.1 Federated Cloud Resource Brokerage for Mobile Cloud Services, BASMATI
proposes a federation business logic layer, on top of the federated clouds, with the objective of
maximise the profit for the entire federation while sharing risk among every member of it. Thus,
BASMATI will propose a set of innovative business models, one step beyond traditional ones,
supporting the competitiveness of the European Cloud industry.
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4 Initial considerations for potential business models
During the project lifetime BASMATI has shown potential for succeeding into the market.
Several aspects have been considered in order to develop a set of business models for
commercializing project results.
The project has been split into several different offerings, analysed and evaluated in the
exploitation deliverable. Offerings and stakeholders have been combined, selecting the most
promising ones for being successful. Current market situation and future trends, as well as
individual expectations from all partners have been also considered, taking into account the
different needs from European and South Korean markets.
In order to provide viable models, some actions have been already identified, and already
started, to be documented in the following months:
-

Identification of stakeholders, identifying and understanding expectations and needs.
Development of BASMATI’s value propositions focused on the different stakeholders.
Creation of value for the customers of our customers.
Development of a sustainability path per offering.

BASMATI focuses on B2B opportunities, thus the set of business models for the project will be
elaborated based on this. However, the project already takes into account business
considerations from the end user perspective. Thus, a tentative set of business models will be
also elaborated to be used as a mean for showing the potential of the platform to different
stakeholders.
The methodology to be followed is explained below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify business goals based on market trends, expectations and needs.
Extract business requirements from the high level goals to be covered by the project.
Develop exploitable assets that can cover business requirements.
Develop key value propositions and unique selling points per asset.
Map customers and assets and develop messages.
Develop a set of business models for the project based on the previous inputs.
a. Business models for the project and its customers.
b. Business models for project customers and their customers.
7. Validate business models to determine the most suitable ones. Following this criteria:
a. Market indicators
b. Stakeholders’ expectations
c. Individual partners’ intentions
d. Consortium possibilities
8. Develop value proposition models only for the most successful ones.
9. Develop success stories to demonstrate the value of the project
a. Based on the evolutions of the use cases
i. Business models before and after BASMATI
ii. Feasibility analysis
1. Figures from before and after BASMATI
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5 Conclusions
Cloud computing market is highly variable due to the continuous rise of new technologies and
trends, which makes it difficult to make reliable predictions for the medium and long term. The
current market context has been analysed, including techniques for analysing this market, which
will be used later on to develop a set of business canvases representing the potential
exploitation options.
Mobile Cloud computing is an emerging trend, supported by the socialization of IT technologies,
due to the huge increase in number of smart devices used by end users that need to access to
their data anytime and anywhere. BASMATI will take care of the identified gaps in the market to
determine how to cover them with its results when possible.
BASMATI works on covering most of the Cloud painful adoption points in order to overcome
customers’ reluctance to Cloud adoption, providing a novel approach that will ensure covering
hot topics such as security and data privacy. At the same time, BASMATI aims to develop
opportunities in both European and Korean market considering market dynamics, business
impact, innovation management and business opportunities.
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